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BANFF  BILINGUAL  CANADIANBACON
CELINEDION  CELERITE  CEGA
COUGAR  COUGARCOYOTE  CINCINNATI
DOLLAR  DOLLAR  DOLLAR
FRIENDLY  FRIENDLY  FRIENDLY
GREATLAKES  GREATLAKES  GREATLAKES
GRIZZLYBEAR  GRIZZLYBEAR  GRIZZLYBEAR
HOCKEY  HOCKEY  HOCKEY
INDIGENOUSPEOPLE  INDIGENOUSPEOPLE  INDIGENOUSPEOPLE
JIMCARREY  JIMCARREY  JIMCARREY
JUSTFORLAUGHS  JUSTFORLAUGHS  JUSTFORLAUGHS
LACROSSE  LACROSSE  LACROSSE
LAKES  LAKES  LAKES
LONGESTBORDER  LONGESTBORDER  LONGESTBORDER
MAPLESYRUP  MAPLESYRUP  MAPLESYRUP
MONTREALJAZZFEST  MONTREALJAZZFEST  MONTREALJAZZFEST
NIAGARAFALLS  NIAGARAFALLS  NIAGARAFALLS
OIL  OIL  OIL
OTTAWA  OTTAWA  OTTAWA
PEASOUP  PEASOUP  PEASOUP
POUTINE  POUTINE  POUTINE
ROCKYMOUNTAINS  ROCKYMOUNTAINS  ROCKYMOUNTAINS
SAINTLAWRENCE  SAINTLAWRENCE  SAINTLAWRENCE
SORRY  SORRY  SORRY
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